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What is Snapshotz?
Snapshotz is a web-based (‘cloud’), systemized contact centre or service centre Assessment,
Auditing and Benchmarking methodology and toolset.
Snapshotz is built on a well-proven, weighted methodology probing and analysing over 700
checkpoints; vital to strategic and operational contact centre and service excellence.
Originally developed in New Zealand, and now deployed in over 2,500 sites worldwide,
Snapshotz is internationally recognised as an essential tool to assist contact centres to
achieve optimal efficiencies and effectiveness and to become ‘World Class’ in all respects.

Key Functions of Snapshotz
Snapshotz is a multifaceted business tool used in contact centres
and service centres for:
⚫

Assessments & Auditing

⚫

Benchmarking against Global Best Practice

⚫

Productivity Measurement

⚫

KPI Measurement

⚫

Risk & Compliance Management

⚫

Management Training & Development

⚫

Reporting & Dashboards

⚫

Knowledge and IP Management

⚫

Project & Task Management

⚫

Strategic Planning & Budgeting
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EXAMPLE: A typical contact centre. This is the high-level ‘Snapshot Dashboard’ report clearly showing how each of
the sections and sub-sections of the contact centre have been assessed and ranked against the Global Best Practice
score (The Snapshotz Score). The GREEN blocks are sections that can be ‘Certified’ by Snapshotz. YELLOW and RED
sections require attention. Detailed Snapshotz TASK reports manage the remedial and development process.

Why Snapshotz Online differs to other
programmes being offered in the market

A Multifaceted Customer Service Business Tool

1.Holistic approach and in-depth audit
Snapshotz Online focuses on why the organisation is
performing the way it is taking into consideration the
700+ assessment points covering not only customer
interactions but customer complaints, strategy,
change management, technology, operational metrics,
recruitment training, quality, resource management etc.
The wider Snapshotz Online approach to assessment
and benchmarking is more scientific and robust than
other approaches available in the market, such as
mystery shopping.
An important distinction between the Snapshotz Online
approach and any other tool is that the assessment
process assesses not only how the organisation
interacts with its customers but also considers
other internal touch points within the organisation
contributing to customer service delivery.

2.Global benchmarking and best practice
across 700+ variables
The areas assessed cover the entire breadth of
customer service delivery not just why it is performing
the way it does but also how it compares to outside
world best practices which are delivered in real time.

3.Robust, consistently applied methodology
employing best of breed technology
Snapshotz assessors verify current state using the
Snapshotz Online assessment tool. Our unique
approach combines the thoroughness of standard
finance audit approaches and research methodology
with the cloud providing instantaneous reporting and
reflection of current state against national and global
best practice in real time.

Managers of customer service centres, general management,
governing bodies, marketing management, management consultants /
contact centre consultants, business process improvement managers,
quality control

As a
planning tool.
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As a risk
management
tool.
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As a productivity
and measurement
tool.
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As a
comprehensive
structured
business process.

A Multifaceted Customer Service Business Tool

Snapshotz Online, is a web based
customer service assessment and

As a
training and
development
tool.

As a reporting
tool for
management.
Managers of customer service centres,
senior management,
governing bodies marketing management
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Snapshotz
also be used
organisations that have common industry focus e.g.
financial service organisations, local government, vendors and customer service
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rates against competitors and industry?

If your Contact Centre is delivering on
CustomerServices
organisational
strategy?Audit
http://www.CustomerServicesAudit.com

Where you can reduce costs or create
revenue generation?
What processes, steps and resources you
need to realise improvements?
To see how easily you can find the answer to these
and more questions, just contact Snapshots Online.

Ph : +64 9 3762806 l Mb : +64 274 546 460 l +61 411 422 433
e : Deepak@customerservicesaudit.com
e : ChrisL@customerservicesaudit.com

benchmarking tool. Launched in 2009,
Snapshotz Online is used by over 2,500+
organisations in over 30 countries –
government, private, financial, health,
not for profit - to drive customer
service excellence and enrich customer
experience.
Today, Snapshotz Online assessment
covers 700+ scientific measurement
points, divided over 8 main sections
and 29 sub sections. The benchmarking
reports Snapshotz delivers allows
managers to compare current
performance against their competitor
and other business segments.

Rod Jones
Customer Experience & Contact Centre Industry Specialist
Certified Snapshotz Assessor since July 2010

As an independent consultant with almost 40 years in the call centre, contact centre and customer management
industry, Rod Jones is internationally recognised as a Thought Leader, Industry Analyst, Strategic Advisor and
Subject Matter Expert in the extremely complex and specialised field of customer service delivery.
When it comes to the strategic issues of Call Centres, Contact Centres, Customer Experience Management
(Including CRM, CxM and CEM) and BPS&O (Business Process Services and Outsourcing), the professional
services he offers to clients draw extensively on his wealth of experience, to provide relevant and logical solutions
to this multifaceted subject.
His passion for the industry extends to both in-bound and outbound calling and he thrives on assisting organisations
to develop properly resourced contact centres that produce rapid, measurable results for the organisation. Jones’
knowledge of the sector enables him to achieve quantifiable results by assisting organisations to address the six
key strategic objectives of effective, efficient contact centres:
 Cap or Reduce Operational Costs  Increase Efficiencies  Increase Revenues
 Reduce or Mitigate Business Risks  Increase Customer Satisfaction  Better People Management
His clientele speaks for itself, with several blue-chip South African companies, national and local government
agencies, and parastatal bodies utilising his services. In addition, he works with numerous international
organisations in countries as far afield as Botswana, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Namibia, Ethiopia the
UAE/Dubai and New Zealand.
Jones is also recognised as a prolific writer, blogger, industry analyst and an accomplished public speaker not to
mention his corporate executive and management development and mentoring. His skills are highlighted by the fact
that his Contact Centre MasterClass seminar has been attended by over 4 500 delegates in thirteen countries.
The positive way he has touched on people’s lives and the impact he has had upon a multitude of businesses
around the world was recognised by the international contact centre community in January 2015, when some 4 000
voters awarded him third place overall in the category ‘Best Respected Call Centre Specialist’. This honour formed
part of the international CallCentreHelper Awards, administered by the UK’s largest specialist call centre website
and resource centre.
In addition to his longstanding commitment to the contact centre industry in general, Jones further demonstrates
his passion for the sector by having served on the South African Bureau of Standards National Contact Centre
Standards Technical Committee (TC99) and advising the SABS SANS990 Standards Review and Development
sub-committee and the ISO International Standards Committee. He is also the founding chairman of The
Independent Customer Contact Centre Association (ICCCA) and he has served as Chairman of the Direct Marketing
Association of South Africa TeleServices Council. In 2017 Rod served as Vice President of the Gauteng Chapter of
the Professional Speakers Association of Southern Africa.
In March 2018 Rod was inducted as a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Customer Management.
He has been a Certified Snapshots Assessor since July 2010.
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